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Praise for the First Edition:
 
"An excellent starting point for information professionals to gain a basic understanding of fundamental concepts, then move ahead with a guided path for further research and study." --Art Documentation
     
Metadata, literally "data about data," provides a means of indexing, accessing, preserving, and discovering digital resources. The volume of digital information available over electronic networks has created a pressing need for standards that assist in locating, retrieving, and managing this vast and complex universe of information.

    This revised edition of Introduction to Metadata, first published in 1998 and updated in an online version in 2000, provides an overview of metadata--its types, roles, and characteristics; a discussion of metadata as it relates to resources on the Web; a description of methods, tools, standards, and protocols that can be used to publish and disseminate digital collections; and a handy glossary. Newly added to this edition are an essay on the importance of standards-based rights metadata to the activities of cultural institutions; and a section entitled "Practical Principles for Metadata Creation and Maintenance." 

    The Introduction To series deals with complex issues and tools related to the production, management, and dissemination of cultural heritage information resources.     

       About the Author
   
 Murtha Baca is Head of the Vocabulary Program at the Getty Research Institute.
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The 100% Brain CourseCreative Alternatives Center, 2001
This gigantic 21st Century course manual has a staggering accumulation of 223 mind exercises designed to allow a person to use their complete brain.  The exercises involve balancing your emotions, increasing your memory, improving your creativity, enhancing your sensory appreciation and much, much more - time distortion, lightning calculating,...
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New Photonics Technologies For The Information Age: The Dream Of Ubitquitous Services (Artech House Optoelectronics Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This far-reaching resource gives you an in-depth look at the technological developments fueling the drive to the realization of ubiquitous IT services. Based on groundbreaking papers presented at the International Symposium on New Frontiers for Ubiquitous IT Services, the book describes a wide range of state-of-the-art engineering advances in...
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The Zen of CSS Design : Visual Enlightenment for the Web (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2005
Proving once and for all that standards-compliant design does  not equal dull design, this inspiring tome uses examples from the landmark CSS  Zen Garden site as the foundation for discussions on how to create beautiful,  progressive CSS-based Web sites. By using the Zen Garden sites as examples of  how CSS design techniques and...
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Oracle Primavera P6 Version 8: Project and Portfolio ManagementPackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle Primavera P6 is the most sophisticated and widely-used project portfolio

	management software in the world today. Some people think of P6 as simply a

	tool for scheduling projects, such as Microsoft Project, but on steroids. But while

	P6 can be used to plan a project a simple as writing one book, it can also be used

	to...
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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2000Microsoft Press, 2000
This newly updated, official guide to the core architecture and internals of Microsoft SQL Server 2000 helps readers unlock the full power of Microsoft's premier relational database management system. Written by a renowned SQL Server guru, in conjunction with the Microsoft SQL Server 2000 product development team, INSIDE MICROSOFT SQL SERVER 2000...
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C: How to Program, 7th EditionPrentice Hall, 2012

	For introductory courses in C Programming. Also for courses in Programming for Engineers, Programming for Business, and Programming for Technology.


	The Deitels' How to Program series offers unparalleled breadth and depth of object-oriented programming concepts and intermediate-level topics for further study. Using the...
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